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Crossfit program for home gym
Free Image from: Enjoying Morning Chalk Up? Access additional exclusive interviews, analyses, and stories with an Rx membership. While CrossFit gyms across the world are closing their doors, gym owners, athletes and programmers are offering at-home solutions for athletes unable to make it into the gym. Are we missing something? Send us a
note here. Free Resources: Instagram: YouTube: Other Free Resources: Paid Programming: (Note: Many of these companies are currently offering discounts and free options.) Athletes Posting or Hosting Daily WODs: For a daily digest of all things CrossFit. Community, Competitions, Athletes, Tips, Recipes, Deals and more. For time:100 Dumbbell
Thrusters5 Burpees at the Top of Each minuteStart with 5 burpees. Then complete as many DB thrusters as possible until the minute is up. Repeat until 100 total thrusters are completed.Workout #14 (Jump Rope + Bodyweight)As many rounds as possible (AMRAP) in 15 minutes.30 Double-unders or 60 single-unders.15 Push-ups15 Air
SquatsWorkout #15 (Pull-Up Bar + Bodyweight)"Tabata Something Else"With a running clock in 16 minutes:Tabata Pull-UpsTabata Push-UpsTabata Sit-UpsTabata Air SquatsPerform a Tabata Interval (eight rounds of 20 seconds of work and 10 seconds of rest) for each movement – for a total of 32 intervals. The first 8 intervals are pull-ups, the
second 8 are push-ups, the third 8 intervals are sit-ups, and the last 8 intervals are squats. There is no additional rest between movements. Score is the total reps performed in all of the intervals.Workout #16 (Barbell)Every minute on the minute (EMOM) for as long as possible:3 Power Cleans (185/135)3 Front Squats (185/135)3 Jerks
(185/135)Workout #17 (Tabata Barbell)With a running clock in 19 minutes:Tabata Deadlift (185/135)Tabata Hang Power Clean (185/135)Tabata Front Squat (185/135)Tabata Push Press (185/135)1 minute rest between exercises.Workout #18 (Weighted Vest)As many rounds as possible in 20 minutes:5 Pull-Ups10 Push-Ups15 Air SquatsWear a 20pound weighted vest.Workout #19 (Kettlebell + Bodyweight)3 rounds for time:50 Burpees40 Pull-Ups30 Pistol Squats20 Kettlebell Swings10 Handstand Push-UpsWorkout #20 (Kettlebell)"Kettlebell Circus"12-minute AMRAP (as many rounds as possible):21 Kettlebell Swings15 Goblet Squats9 Sumo Deadlift High Pull So you bench press, hit the
squat rack, and watch your calories and do your cardio. You do sets and reps and follow your weekly split, but maybe you’re ready for a change. Your crazy friend is always asking you to try CrossFit, but you aren’t sure what it’s all about. Simply put, CrossFit is a fitness program that challenges you to break out of your routine. Stasis is the enemy,
and patterns are to be avoided at all cost. Forget about sets and splits, CrossFit works the body as a whole. Just as an athlete would spend some time working on drills and then put those movements to work by playing their sport, CrossFit encourages proficient movement patterns by performing functional movements with relatively high intensity. 1.
The background CrossFit is the brainchild of Greg Glassman. His fitness philosophy is to build a “broad, general, and inclusive fitness. We have sought to build a program that will best prepare trainees for any physical contingency—not only for the unknown, but for the unknowable. After looking at all sport and physical tasks collectively, we asked
what physical skills and adaptations would most universally lend themselves to performance advantage. Capacity culled from the intersection of all sports demands would quite logically lend itself well to all sport. In sum, our specialty is not specializing.” The functional movements that will be utilized are the ones we use in both sport and our daily
activities: running, jumping, squatting, lunging, pushing, and pulling. 2. Mindset It takes a certain kind of focus and discipline to succeed in any workout program. The key to CrossFit is intensity. Intensity is both relative and actual. We can measure the actual workload of an individual by using physics (mass, distance, and time). This intensity can be
compared with other individuals in a direct comparison. Relative intensity refers to how it makes you feel. When you are on the clock doing a workout, push yourself to 80-85% of capacity. Not an all-out sprint that will leave you in a pile after two minutes, but a controlled, fast pace that can be maintained over the entire workout. This is not a “do a set
and then rest a minute” program. Avoiding the routine and striving to always challenge the body in new ways isn’t that different from periodization, which most body builders are well-acquainted with, but in CrossFit it is taken to the next level. 3. The program When you take a CrossFit class, the coach will always start off with some kind of dynamic
warmup. The warmup movements will usually be notated as (3 Rounds Not For Time) or something similar. Move through these exercises with purpose and focus. Every WOD (workout of the day) will have a warmup, denoted as part A. Perform these movements for either three or four rounds, as specified under “sets”. The point of a warmup is that
by the end of it you’re ready to go full speed. Arm circles before you bench or a lat spread before you do pullups isn’t going to cut it. Get your body moving. When it comes to any piece that has a time component (EMOM, every minute on the minute, or 2 rounds for time) make sure you use a clock and write down your time/reps/weight. CrossFit
follows a three-day-on, one-day-off cycle which will not correspond to a day of the week. At the end of this 28-day cycle, you can go back and repeat from day one but should expect better results as your fitness will be at a greater level than before. Photo Courtesy: Westend61/Getty Images Rowing machines are becoming popular equipment choices in
modern workout routines, and it’s not hard to see why. These aerobic machines — which are meant to simulate the motions of moving oars through water to activate key muscle groups and give you a cardio workout — have a well-deserved reputation for building muscle, improving heart health, burning calories and promoting better exercise posture.
With varied resistance settings and an easy learning curve, these machines are great for working out your whole body and building stamina in your exercise routine. Aside from being excellent options for beginners and experts alike, rowing machines are nice additions to a home gym, especially if you’re looking to get more variety in your workouts as
the COVID-19 pandemic stretches on. Check out some of the best rowing machines to invest in to get the most out of your home workouts and stay engaged with your exercise routine.How to Use a Rowing Machine Safely and CorrectlyRowing machines may seem straightforward, but there are many ways to use them incorrectly. Good posture and
pacing can mean the difference between muscle growth and muscle strain. You want to ensure you don’t use poor posture; otherwise, you could injure yourself and not enjoy all the benefits of a rowing workout. There’s a right way to row, and it’s important that you maintain this proper form. Photo Courtesy: Ingredients Photo/E+/Getty Images First
and foremost, keep a straight back while rowing — don’t hunch forward. If you feel the need to hunch in order to grab the handlebars, try adjusting the machine so the foot pedals are a different distance from the flywheel, which is the large, fanlike component that provides resistance for the machine. The shorter your legs are, the closer the pedals
can be to the flywheel. You also want to keep your knees straight — they shouldn’t jut out to the sides of the machine — and your shins vertical. If you find yourself in this position as you row, you may need to lower the foot pedals. When you row, bring the handlebars to your chest, not your neck. The cable should remain parallel to the floor as you
pull the bars to your body, and when you’re in the finished portion of your rowing stroke, your hands should be about at the same level as the bottom of your ribcage. Place your hands on the far ends of the handlebar, not in the center, for a proper grip. This results in less tension in your arms and promotes better muscle growth. Additionally, it’s
important to be aware of your strokes per minute and avoid overshooting your stroke number. On a rowing machine, progress is measured by quality, not quantity. Throwing yourself back and forth on the machine to bump up your stroke count can end in injury. Aim to keep your strokes at around 25 per minute for proper conditioning as you get
started. This can help you maintain a healthy rowing form without straining your muscles in harmful ways. It’s better to have fewer properly executed strokes per minute than more improperly executed strokes.Quietest Experience: Magnetic Rowing MachineThis incredible rowing machine is ultra-quiet and ultra-techy. One of the neatest features of
the Sunny Health & Fitness Magnetic Rowing Machine With LCD Monitor is, like its name suggests, the built-in LCD monitor. The console keeps track of your calories burned and time elapsed, and it also displays a scan of your prior fitness progress. Just below the console is an eight-level resistance dial. Turning this dial can decrease or increase the
machine’s magnetic resistance to match your workout needs, and it’s easy to change throughout your workout to challenge your body in new ways. Photo Courtesy: Amazon The build of this rowing machine is efficient and ergonomic. The handlebar is fitted with a foam grip to prevent strain and keep calluses from forming on your hands. The foot
pedals are designed with grippy material and straps so your feet remain stable and secure during more vigorous rowing. Additionally, the slide rail is a full 48 inches long, so this machine is ideal for users of most heights. Plus, its built-in transportation wheels mean you can easily slide this machine into and out of a storage area if you don’t have a
dedicated spot for it in your home gym.Most Authentic: Water Rowing MachineThis machine can bring you the closest indoor experience to actual water rowing. The Sunny Health & Fitness Water Rowing Machine With LCD Monitor has some of the same great features of the brand’s magnetic rower, including a bright monitor to display and track
some of your health and workout metrics. However, this rower model provides you with additional details, including metrics tracking for your strokes per minute, the ambient temperature and others. The machine’s design also allows for maximum comfort throughout your routine. The padded seat and footholds promote correct posture, both while
you’re using the machine and while you’re mounting and dismounting it. Photo Courtesy: Amazon The most significant feature of the Obsidian Surge 500 that makes it such an authentic rowing machine is its reliance on water — yes, you’ll need to add a few gallons once you get it set up — rather than magnets to create the resistance you need for an
effective workout. The flywheel and hydro blades in the base of the machine create the feel of natural rowing resistance, as if you were actually moving oars through water. Although this version will cost you a bit more than Sunny’s magnetic rowing machine, it’s a durable choice for a dedicated rower.Best Workout Variation: Rowing Machine With
Multiple Resistance LevelsIf you’re looking for workout variation, the Sunny Health & Fitness Adjustable Rowing Machine is the investment for you. This rowing machine runs on a hydraulic resistance system and incorporates a whopping 12 resistance settings to allow for a range of workout adjustments. This makes it ideal for keeping up with
shifting strength goals that change as you get fitter — or if you simply like to shift resistance levels throughout an exercise session to challenge your body more. Photo Courtesy: Amazon As far as build goes, the Sunny Health & Fitness Adjustable Rowing Machine is designed for efficient exercise without much additional fanfare. The handle comes
with a small digital monitor to keep track of your workout progress without getting in the way of your rowing. The plush seat is built for comfort at any angle, as are the foam grip handlebars and the adjustable foot straps. You’ll notice that it doesn’t have a flywheel like some of the other models on this list, which makes it the best option if your home
is a bit short on space. This is also a cost-effective choice. With its compact build and various resistance settings, this is a stellar machine for any avid exerciser, but it’s especially great for beginners who want to see if they can turn rowing into a habit before investing in a larger machine.Best Space-Saver: Foldable Rowing MachineThis rowing
machine isn’t only high-tech and extremely efficient; it also takes up almost no room. The Bluefin Fitness Foldable Rower Machine withdraws into itself with the push of a button, making it an impressive option when you have limited space or don’t have a home gym. That isn’t where this machine’s perks end, though. This techy item is highly
connected, with a massive LCD screen and capabilities for video streaming, online resistance coaching and app control right at your fingertips while you’re working out. Photo Courtesy: Amazon The machine runs on an eight-level magnetic resistance system and features an uber-smooth belt drive for steady rowing. It also boasts plenty of safety and
comfort features, such as a cushioned exercise seat, easy-grip handlebars and foot pedals with secure straps. Although this rowing machine is on the higher end of the price scale, its space-saving design, high-tech interface and comfort-oriented build make every penny worth it.Best Full-Body Workout: Incline Rowing MachineIf you’re focused on a
full-body workout, the FITNESS REALITY 1000 PLUS Bluetooth Magnetic Rowing Machine is a top-notch choice to help you reach your goals. The machine’s flexible build and stabilizing foot pads allow you to perform multiple exercises in addition to rowing, including tricep extensions, grip curls and front/side raises. This makes it easy to work out
various parts of your body without having to switch between multiple pieces of equipment. Photo Courtesy: Amazon This rowing machine also comes with a unique Bluetooth feature that allows you to connect to multiple devices, including the My Cloud Fitness app, to help you track your workout progress and access exercise materials to guide and
supplement your workouts. With its relatively affordable price, this all-in-one machine is a great investment if you aren’t looking to fill your space with bulky workout gear but still want to enjoy effective cardio and weight-training sessions. MORE FROM CONSUMERSEARCH.COM
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